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We study the creation of pseudoscalar particles (x, p, g') through photon-photon colli-
sions in electron-positron storage rings, according to the original idea of Low. We here
suggest that the outgoing electron and positron should be detected in their nearly forward di-
rections, in coincidence with two photons (from the decay of the pseudoscalar particle pro-
duced) emitted at large angle. Assuming realistic experimental cutoffs, we show that (a) the
integrated cross sections should be high enough to justify experiments of this type with future
electron-positron storage rings of beam energy 1-3 QeV and luminosity 103 cm sec
(b) the background due to double bremsstrahlung is made negligible through our choice of the
kinematic conditions. The interest of these experiments is discussed, and details of calcu-
lation are given.

I. INTRODUCTION

As early as 1960, Low' suggested the investiga-
tion of the m'yy vertex by using two colliding vir-
tual-photon spectra in electron-electron or elec-
tron-positron colliding beams. Obviously, this
idea can be extended to the gyy and q'yy vertices.
%Kith respect to other types of experiment based
upon the Primakoff effect, ' the procedure consid-
ered here has the advantage that it does not in-
volve any hadronic background. On the other hand,
such an investigation would be part of the general
study of photon-photon collisions in e e or e e'
colliding beams, suggested in 1960' and made pop-
ular through a series of theoretical papers since
1969 4-8

Vfe suggest considering the same experimental
scheme as defined in previous papers~' for study-
ing e e'-e e'A A', the charged particles A, A'
being replaced here by the two photons from the
decay X-2y (X=w', 7i, or q'). This means that
the outgoing electron and positron should be de-
tected at very small angles (a few milliradians)"

with respect to their incident directions, in coin-
cidence with both photons emitted at large angle
with respect to the beam axis.

The leading Feynman diagram for the process
e e"-e e'X-e e'yy is shown in Fig. 1(a). [The
other diagram of the same order in quantum elec-
trodynamics (QED), where two timelike photons
are exchanged, gives a completely negligible con-
tribution, since it involves at least one extremely
high q' value. ] The corresponding kinematic
scheme is shown in Fig. 2.

The selection of extremely small scattering
angles for the e' particles ensures that the four-
momenta squared (q', q") of both spacelike pho-
tons exchanged in the diagram of Fig. 1(a) also
remain very small (v q is at most of the order of
a few MeV for beam energies of a few GeV), so
that one may assume that the electromagnetic
form factors F(q', q") involved are practically
equal to E(0, 0). Thus, in principle, a quite pre-
cise measurement of the coupling constants for the
various Xyy vertices [or, equivalently, of the de-
cay widths F(X- 2y)] can be performed
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The main problems are: (a) counting rates;
(b) rejection of the background. This background
is represented here by the double-bremsstrahlung
process e e'-e e'yy, the leading term of which
is given by the Feynman diagram of Fig. 1(b)—
where the right-. hand vertex corresponds to a
double Compton effect in pure QED —plus the sym-
metric one derived from it by interchanging the
left-hand and right-hand vertex. This type of dia-
gram should indeed predominate (because of the
"almost real" photon exchanged) over that where
one photon is emitted at either vertex.

In the following sections, we will show that
(a) assuming realistic experimental conditions,

i.e., cutoffs on various angles and energies, the
cross sections predicted are still high enough to
ensure reasonable counting rates in future ex-
periments with e e' storage rings of beam energy
1-3 QeV and luminosity -10" cm ' sec ';

(b) the double-bremsstrahlung contribution is
negligible under these kinematic conditions.

In conclusion, we shall briefly discuss the phys-
ical interest of this study. Details of our calcula-
tions will be given in an appendix.

Co

e'

e'

e,'

II. INTEGRATED CROSS SECTIONS FOR
e e'~e e'X-+e e'yy KITH VARIOUS CUTOFF

PARAMETERS

As in Ref. 9, we a.ssume from the start that
realistic experimental cutoff parameters are in-
troduced, namely:

(i) a maximal scattering angle gm„ for both e'
particles, such that (see Fig. 2) g, g' ~ g,„;

(ii) a minimal emission angle g . for both pho-
tons, such that (see Fig. 2) g m&q, y'&g y

. ~

(iii) a minimal relative energy loss y for
both the scattered electron and positron, such
that X,.„~X,X', where we define

q = (z, -z)/z„y'= (z, —z')/z„
calling E, the beam energy and E,'E' the respec-
tive energies of the electron and positron after
scattering;

(iv) a maximal relative energy loss X,„ for
both e' particles, such that X, y'&X,„.

In addition, the following parameters were used
in our calculations:

(1) partial decay rates 1'(X- 2&): 11 eV for
X=m', " 1 keV for X=q," 5 keV for X=q'(assuming
simply that this rate is approximately proportional
to mx'),

(2) branching ratios I'(X- 2y)/r(X-total): 100~/p

for wo, 40/0 for q,
" 10% for q', "

(8) masses mx of X: 185 MeV for v'; 549 MeV
for g; 958 MeV for q'.

The calculation method used was a type of dou-

FIG. 1. (a) Main Feynman diagram for the process
e e+ e e+X e e+yy (X=xo, g, or q'). (b) Leading
diagram (under the conditions defined) for the double-
bremsstrahlung process e e+- e e'yy.

ble Williams-Weizsacker approximation we have
developed on the basis of the generalized helicity
method. ' In this approximation, the error in-
volved should not be higher than a few percent
under the conditions defined, i.e., 8m„of the or-
der of a few milliradians (see Appendix, part 1).

Figure 3 shows„ for (a) X=@', (b) X=g, (c) X
= g', the energy behavior of the integrated cross
section, predicted under the following conditions:
8,„=4 mrad, y, „=70%%uo, X;„=2.5 or 5%, g;„=30'
or 45'. For comparison, we also show the curves
(already given in Ref. 8) representing o(Z, ) for
e e'-e e'X with no other cutoff than 8,„=4 mrad.

Since no invariant mass lower than 2~ Eo can

e'

FIG. 2. Kinematic scheme corresponding to Figs. 1(a)
and 1(b) (for simplicity, azimuthal angles are left out).
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be produced, it is obvious that all cross sections
must vanish above the value E, =m~/(2&m(n). This
fact implies in particular that the m' production
experiment must be done at relatively low beam
energy.

In Table I we show the numerical values, cor-
responding to the curves of Fig. 3, for p(E,) at

0(Ep)(lo cm )
10

/0

Ii SFo
)

ZSX
40

051 2 3
Ep(Ge Y)

(b)

E, =1,2, 3 GeV. It can be seen that, assuming a
luminosity of -10" cm ' sec ', reasonably large
counting rates can be achieved (more than one
count per hour), if —for instance —the following
beam energies are used: 1 QeV for n', 2 QeV for
g, and 3 QeV for g' production. "

Since in actual experiments the cutoff parame-
ters may have somewhat different values, we
study, in Figs. 4, 5, 6, and 7, the effect of the
variation of each of these parameters, all others
being kept constant and the energy being fixed
(E, = 1 GeV for mp, 2 GeV for q, and 3 GeV for q').
[Numerical values for o(0max) are also given in
Table II.] It can be noticed that none of these
variations has a very violent effect on the inte-
grated cross section, except that

(a) in the v' case, since —as mentioned above-
no invariant mass lower than 2g,„E,can be pro-
duced, the cross section tends to vanish, when

g,.„approaches (from below) the value m, o/(2E, );
(b) in the q and q' cases, conversely, the cross

section tends to vanish, when X,„approaches
(from above) the value mz/(2E, ).

III. BACKGROUND SUPPRESSION

Z.5%
Z. 5%

5 /o

~g 0/

I

3
Z, (Gee)

Ct(E&)(fO cm )
&0

(c)

40
25%
5 9o

l

E, (Gee)

FIG. 3. Integrated cross section vs beam energy, for
the process e e+-e e+X—e e+yy at Om, „=4 mrad,
Xmax= 70%» Xmin =2.5% or 5%, and — —g~=30';

. =45'. The full curve represents the inte-
min

grated cross section for e e —.e e+X at 8~„=4 mrad,
with no other cutoffs. (a) X=vro; (b) X=y; tc) X=g'.

In Fig. 8, we show the energy behavior of the
integrated cross section for the leading term [the
diagram of Fig. 1(b), plus the symmetric one] of
double bremsstrahlung; it was calculated accord-
ing to part 2 of the Appendix. " The cutoff parame-
ters chosen were Gmax=4 mrad& gmxx=70%%up& gmjx

=2.5%%up, and g;„=30 . The 2y invariant mass was
integrated over, in the three cases considered
(X= wP, q, q'), between mx —b m and m++ 6m, as-
suming that a reasonable value for hm would be
100 MeV.

One notices that, in all three cases, the inte-
grated cross section of this background remains
lower than 10 ' cm', so that the contamination
due to it may be neglected.

%e must remark that we have not calculated the
contribution of the interference between the Feyn-
man diagrams of Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), i.e., the
main process and the background process. How-
ever, from the values obtained separately for both
diagrams, and from the small widths of the par-
ticles X, we may infer that also this interference
term should be systematically several orders of
magnitude smaller (under the conditions chosen)
than the term of interest.

In order to see how sensitive the contamination
is to variations in the cutoff parameters, we have
to compare formulas (A25) and (A16) of the Appen-
dix. %le notice that the background term, as com-
pared to the main term, shows a much sharper
decrease with increasing co, that means that the
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TABLE I. o(E0) in 10 35 cm for the process e e+ e e+X e e+yy g=m, q, q')
with Omax= farad Xmax =70%, X,mm 2.5% or 5%~ ~min=3

x=~0
30' 45'

X=g
30

X=g'
30' 45

E0=1 GeV

E =2 GeV0

E =3 GeV0 5%

5.57
2.21

4.26
0.00

0.00
0.00

3.06
1.68

3.22
0.00

0.00
0.00

0.65
0.65

2.60
2.46

4.29
2.94

0.39
0.39

1.36
1.36

2.21
1.98

0.10
0.10

0.32
0.32

0.65
0.64

0.07
0.07

0.18
0.18

0.34
0.34

contamination will be further reduced if one
chooses a higher value of y

As to the angular dependence of the contamina-
tion, one may remark the following:

(a) Formula (A25), as compared with (A16),
shows that the ratio background/(main term) will
strongly increase with decreasing g~ (or g;„).

(b) This ratio will also increase with increas-
ing 8 „.(This remark is connected with the fact
that, in the background, only one of the outgoing
e' particles is sharply peaked around 0'.)

We may take account of both (a) and (b) by stating
the following condition for keeping the contamina-
tion small: g,.„»8„,„. Qualitatively, this condi-
tion is easily justified as follows: If (;„and 8,„
were allowed to become comparable, more "al-
most on-shell" particles would appear in the dou-
ble-bremsstrahlung diagrams, enhancing substan-
tially the contribution of those diagrams.

This consideration is illustrated by Fig. 9 for
the case of w' production (the cases of q and q'
production are qualitatively similar; see Ref. 17).
Here the ratio R between the contribution of the
diagram of Fig. 1(b) (plus the symmetric diagram)
and that of the diagram of Fig. 1(a) is plotted
against P for various values of 8,„, all other
parameters being kept constant.

It should be noticed that these curves give ra, ther

a lower limit for the contamination, because (a)
for values of O,„higher than a few milliradians,
the latter process should have its contribution re-
duced by electromagnetic form factors (which were
not included in our calculations); (b) for P;„and
Omax taking comparable values, the background
calculation should include also that double-brems-
strahlung diagram where one photon is emitted at
either vertex.

This background study leads us in particular to
recommend that the following simplified types of
experiment should be ruled out:

(1) measurement of the decay photons alone tin
this case, the significance of the experiment
would be further reduced by the electromagnetic
form factors coming in, in the sense that it would

no longer be a measurement of F(X- 2y)];
(2) measurement of the scattered e' particles

alone, X being identified through its missing mass.

CONCLUSION

This type of electron-positron colliding-beam
experiment, based. on the simultaneous measure-
ment of the two scattered e' particles in their near-
ly forward directions and of two decay photons
emitted at large angle, should allow a more ac-

O (em ) (fO cm')

10

N(X )(10 cm~)

'10

10

I I I I

40 80 120 160

em~+ (mead)

)go r
jr
l

fO
'

70 ZO 40 60 80
X (/o)

100

FIG. 4. Integrated cross section vs 6&ax, for the pro-
cess e e+ e e+X e e+yy at &max=70%& dmin—45o X=7rp, E =1 GeV. ---—— X=

0

Ep=2 GeV,
' X=7] Ep=3 GeV.

FIG. 5. Integrated cross section vs gm» for t&e pro-
cess e e+-e e+X-e e+yy at 0m~=4 mrad, g;„=5%,
(mal =45'. — — X=7tp, E =1 GeV. -------X=

0

q, Ep=2 GeV. — —X=g', E0=3 GeV.
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5(X . )(1O ~cm~)

1O

TABLE II. 0.(omax) in 10 35 cm for the process e e+

e e+X e 8+yy (X=x, g, g') with &max = 7@o, g ~=5%,

%mal
=45'.

goo
Omax

(m rad)
x =~p X=g

Ep=l GeU Ep=2 GeV
X =r/'

Ep=3 GeV

10

10

FIG. 6. Integrated cross section vs gmm for the pro-
cess e e+ —e e+X e e'yy at emax =4 mrad, g~ —-70%,
kmm =45'. X=x, Ep=1 GeV. —————X=

Ep
=2 GeV. — —X =g ', Ep

= 3 GeV.

1
4
7

10
20
40
60
80

100
120
140

0.75
1 ~ 68
2.15
2.49
3.22
4.04
4.55
4.94
5.25
5.51
5.74

0.59
1.36
1 ~ 76
2.05
2.66
3.35
3.79
4.12
4.39
4.61
4.80

0.16
0.34
0.44
0.50
0.64
0.81
0.91
0.99
1.05
1.10
1.14

curate determination of 1"(m'-2y) and I"(q-2y),
with respect to present values obtained through
the Primakoff effect. It should also allow a mea-
surement of I'(g'- 2y) which is still unknown.

In the g
' case, one may be tempted to think that

it would be preferable to use one of the more im-
portant decay channels, rather than the relatively
weak channel g' - 2y, in order to identify the g'
particle. However, all channels with high branch-
ing ratios involve more than two final particles,
and thus the analysis would become considerably
more difficult.

To conclude, let us mention an interesting fea-
ture —from the phenomenological point of view —of
the vertices Xyy considered here. Keeping one
photon real or "almost real, " the electromagnetic
form factor E(q', q") for this type of vertex be-
comes E(q', 0) =E(q'). This form factor has the
property that it can be measured, at least in prin-
ciple, in any region of q', except for an extremely
small timelike interval (0&q'&4m, '). The corre-
sponding experiments would be the following:

(b) X- ye e' (or y p. g') (4m, ' & q' &m»', timelike),

(c) e e'-e e'X (q's 0, spacelike).

Colliding-beam experiments of type (a) were
performed recently in the region of the vector
mesons. " Reaction (b) has been studied experi-
mentally, in the case X= w, for a long time al-
ready. "

To study the process (c) in the region of large
spacelike q' values, a variant of the experiment
discussed in this paper may be considered": One
of the e' particles would still be detected in its
nearly forward direction, whereas the other one
would be measured at large angle. This snggestion
will be discussed in full detail in our next paper. "

10

(a) e e'-Xy (q' ~ mx', timelike),

U(V . )(10 cm')

10

g" IO

I

~$0

10

15 30 4S 60

V (de�)

I

fo-' ~, I
QS 1

E, (GeV)

FIG. 7. Integrated cross section vs g mm for the pro-
cess e e' —e e+X e e+yy at 8'max =4 mrad, @max

= 70%,
x X=x Ep = 1 GeV. X=

Ep =2 GeV. X=& Ep'=3 GeV.

FIG. 8. Integrated cross section vs beam energy for
the double-bremsstrahlung process e e+ —e e+yy at
emax =4 mrad~ &max = 70%& X'min

= '5%~ /min =30'. The
yy invariant mass was integrated over between mx- 100
MeV and mx + 100 MeU (X=op, g, 6r g').
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da = (4ma)'dCD, (Al)

with

dC =
4 4

—d4 d7.d7',
'pg d(o

327 Eo Q)
(A2)

10

D = (512m'T T ') '

x (I„I,', —I, I,' cos2$)
~j~', (AS)

10

10

mox-160m/ aa

max= 130mrao

10

(9 = 50rnrad
n7CIX
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FIG. 9. Ratio between the background process [double

bremsstrahlung, Fig. 1{b)]and the process of interest
[e e+-e e+X-e e+yy, Fig. 1{a)],as a function of ttjmm,

at various values of O,y; y =70%, X . =5%. Here
X='ll' Ep = 1 GeV. The j/y invariant mass was integrated
over, for the background process, between m~p-100
MeV and m~p+100 MeV.

2(E*' —m')' '(E'*' —m')'"sin8*sin8'*cosQ

= 2E*E'*—2(E*' —m')'"(E'*' —m')'"cos 8*cos8'*

+ 2m»(E*+E'*)+m» —4EO + 2m, (A4)

where m„ is the mass of X; E* and E'* are the
energies of the outgoing electron and positron in
the yy c.m. frame; and 6*,8'* are, in that frame,
their emission angles with respect to the yy colli-
sion axis. Noticing that the ingoing and outgoing
e' particles are extreme-relativistic (in both the
lab frame and the yy c.m. frame) and that (under
the kinematic conditions imposed) we have

~
q'

~

«m»', ~q"
~
«m»2, we obtain, when expressing

0*, g'+ m the lab frame,

where we use the following symbols: m is the
electron mass; E, is the beam energy; & is the
lab energy of the left-hand virtual photon; C is
the azimuthal angle between the outgoing electron
and positron in the lab frame, with respect to the
beam axis; 7 = [q')/(4m'), and 7' = (q ")/(4m'), q'
and q" being the squa. red four-momenta of the
left-hand and right-hand virtual photon, respec-
tively; Q is the azimuthal angle between the out-
going e' particles, with respect to the yy collision
axis, in the yy center-of-mass frame; I„,I, are
matrix elements of the left-hand virtual photon's
polarization matrix, defined in the yy c.m. frame,
with respect to the yy collision axis; I,', , I,' are
defined in an entirely similar way for the right-
hand virtual photon; finally, j is the amplitude of
the process yy- X.

The small transfer (Williams-Weizsacker type)
approximation we use shows up in the following
way:

(a) The exact expression of cosP is easily shown

to be given by the relation

APPENDIX: DETAILS OF CALCULATION

1. Main Term

To obtain the cross section for e e'-e e'X, our
treatment is similar to that used in the Appendix
of Ref. 8, but slightly simpler. The generalized
helicity method'4 allows us to write

2 /2

cosP = 1+0 m'. . . , cosC

,0( . s' v")

Integrating over 4, we then get

(A5)
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(cosdd)dn = dwo(m', ' mx''mx' (A6) Rmm = 2m» tan2)min ~
(y) 1

(A15)

Thus the polarization term on the right-hand
side of (A3) vanishes after integration over 4,
once we neglect terms in m2, lqnl/m»2, lq" l/m»'.

(b) Neglecting again terms in m', lq'l/m»',
lq"l/m»2, we get

The symmetry existing between &u and +' =~»2/
(4') allows us to rewrite (A12) in the form

[r(X- 2y)]2 n2m» t » doo

r(X-total) 16E,

(A16)

I„=[(I+2~,„)IT ]~ I- (A7) with

and an analogous expression for I,', .
(c) Neglecting once more terms in lqnl/m»2 and

lq" l/m»', the amplitude j is connected with the de-
cay width I'(X- 2y) through the relation

I (i) (2? (3) 4
min Sup].+ min y min y minf ~

where one defines

(2) z (3) 2 /~ min
=

X min Eoy & min
= n2» /(4Xm«Eo) ~

(A17)

(A18)

ljl'=(&n') '~ r(X-2r). (A8) 2. Background

o = r(X- 2y)» i~
—FF', (A9)

Using (Al)-(A3) and (A6)-(A8), and integrating
over 4, v., and 7', we finally get

Calling v the cross section for the double-
bremsstrahlung diagram of Fig. 1(b), the Williams-
Weizsacker type of approximation we use, applied
to the left-hand vertex, gives

where we use Jl
(F0' (QP, Eo)d(d,

4mg
(A19)

1+2smin
1

7max 1 1g= ln — +
&min 7min 'Tmin ~max

with

7 .= ~'/[4E. (E.—~)],
~m«= &~m+E, (E, —~)&m«'/(4m'),

(A10)

(A11)

where E is defined above in (A10), and g (&u, E,)
is the cross section for double Compton scattering
between an "almost real" photon of energy & and

a positron of energy E„colliding practically along
the e e' colliding-beam axis.

From formula (11-31)of Ref. 21, we derive
easily

and I", 7';„, v',„are defined in an analogous way,
replacing ~ by a&' = m»2/(4~).

For the integrated cross section of the complete
process e e'-e e'X-e e'yy, we then get (using
the fact that, in its rest frame, X decays isotrop-
ically into two photons)

cosign;„= cosg,.„-p
1 —coen/;„

min

(A13)

with

p = lm»' —4(o'l/(m»2+4(u 2). (A14)

From (A13), it is readily shown that p,„„
=cosg,„, whence it results that, because of the
angular cutoff, the following minimal value is im-
posed on &u (and also on e'):

[r(X-2y)]2 a2m» l' m«d(u
I"(X- total) 32E,'

(A12)

where g* is defined as the emission angle of one
of the real photons with respect to the yy collision
axis in the rest frame of X. In the approximation
where this axis is identified with the e e' colliding-
beam axis, one gets easily

m2 3+cos2$*
2u&2 ' sin' * (A21)

with

s2 (E Ed)4 E 2 +Ed2
0 v=3EI3 0 E g/

0 0
(A22}

After the trivial angular integrations, we obtain

3 2
DC & Onlax

12880m

X Q'dg' 2(9 —cos2(x' )u
Sln t}])+min

(A23)

3

il XE'dE'd(cos8')d(cosg*),
32m g0Q)

(A20)

where E' is the outgoing positron's energy and (9'

its scattering angle (both in the lab frame); P* is,
in the c.m. frame of the outgoing photons, the angle

of one of these photons with the "almost real" pho-
ton (g* is thus defined as in part 1 above}. The
factor X, which contains the dynamics, is given

by the formulas (11-33)-(11-35)of Ref. 22. Ne-

glecting higher-order terms in m' and 8", and as-
suming 1/g* to stay finite, we get
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Using

E'=E,—,dE'=
4(d 2(d

(A24)

2
(z) (2) (3.) 4 M

min

where M2 is the invariant mass squared of the out-
going photon pair, and substituting (A23) into (A19),
we finally get

with

(dmjg: 2 Mtan 2 g
(z) (2.) =

Xmin @0&
M

4Xmax @0

(A28)

Mmm =mx —&m~ Mmax =mr+ &m (A25)

2(9 —cos'p*;,)u
~ 2 ~g +. maxsin (/min

(A25)
where cosg*;„ is derived from (A13) and (A14)
above, replacing m~ by M.

The numerical integration is then performed be-
tween the followi. ng limits:

To include also the contribution of the symmetric
diagram, we simply multiply formula (A25) by a
factor of 2, neglecting the interference term be-
tween both diagrams. This procedure is justified,
since, in the process represented by Fig. 1(b), the
electron tends to loose much less energy than the
positron [see the ~ dependence in (A25)], whereas
the opposite occurs in the symmetric process;
thus the overlap between the final states of both
processes should be very small.

*Work partly supported by the Commissariat h. 1'En-
ergie Atomique.
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We here suggest an experimental investigation of the Xyy vertices (X= 7t, g, or g') in the
specific case where both photons are spacelike, one of them being almost real and the other
one highly virtual. For this purpose, we suggest that, in an electron-positron storage ring,
e e+ inelastic collisions of the type e e+ e e+X e e+yy should be analyzed, one of the
outgoing e~ particles being detected at a very small scattering angle (a few milliradians),
in coincidence with the other one measured at a relatively large scattering angle (higher
than a few degrees) and with both decay photons emitted at large angle with respect to the
beam axis. Assuming various experimental cutoffs on angles and energies, we show that
(a) the background due to double bremsstrahlung can be made negligible through our choice
of these cutoffs; (b) for X= ~ or q, the cross sections should be high enough to justify ex-
periments of this type to be planned with future storage rings of beam energy& 3 GeV and
luminosity& 10""cm sec; (c) such experiments should allow a discrimination between
various types of electromagnetic form factors used for the Xyy vertices.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a recent paper, ' we suggested an investigation
of the Xyy vertices (X= wo, q, q') in electron-posi-
tron storage rings, using the process e e'-e e'X

e e+yy under specific experimental conditions
which should be the following: Both outgoing e'
particles would be detected at very small scatter-
ing angles, in coincidence with both photons pro-
duced at large angles with respect to the beam ax-
is. Such an experiment should allow a quite pre-
cise measurement of the various Xyy coupling con-
stants [or, equivalently, of the decay widths
I'(X-2y)]. This suggestion inserted itself into the
general scheme defined in our previous papers"

for studying photon-photon collisions through in-
elastic e e' scattering processes (and in particu-
lar reactions of the type e e'-e e'A. A', where
A' is any charged particle) in electron-positron
colliding-beam devices.

We here suggest the following variant of the ex-
perimental scheme proposed before: Only one of
the outgoing e' particles would be detected at a
very small scattering angle (not more than a few
milliradians), whereas the other one would be
measured at a relatively large scattering angle (at
least a few degrees). Thus, only one of the virtu-
al spacelike photons exchanged [see the Feynman
diagram of Fig. 1(a)] would be almost real [its q'
value would be lower than a few (MeV/c)' for beam


